FACILITIES PLANNING PROCESS AND OUTCOMES

The planning process (2016-2017)

• Seek proposals & review critical needs
• Discussions with key constituents
• Working list of priorities - List of “10”

Planning process results (2018 & Beyond)

• Arts & Film
• PAC
• Science
FILM PHASE III
ARTS: OLIN – PRINT COLLECTION MOVE

EXISTING STUDY AREA

PRINT STUDY ROOM – POTENTIAL PRECEDENT – DAC SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

PRINT STUDY AREA VISION
ARTS: OLIN – PRINT COLLECTION MOVE

EXISTING CORRIDOR

EXHIBITION VISION

EXHIBITION VISION
ARTS: OLIN — GALLERY

ART GALLERY IN BUILDING BETWEEN OLIN AND PAC
PAC
PAC - PROPOSED RENOVATION

VIEW FROM EAST / JUDD HALL

VIEW FROM SOUTH / ALLBRITTON

VIEW FROM NORTH / USDAN
Science
Before and after images of a laboratory space. The before image shows a cluttered and disorganized workspace, while the after image displays a clean and modern laboratory setup.
Timeline
PROJECTED TIMELINE & MILESTONES

Total Need: $214-271M
NEXT STEPS & QUESTIONS

Identify, connect and cultivate key fundraising prospects for:

▪ Arts & Film
▪ PAC
▪ Science

Continue planning & design work

QUESTIONS?